CHOOSING THE RIGHT INTERNSHIPS

Debolina Saha Narayan and Shubhaankar Ray

Internships have become the buzz word for students exploring the job market. With still competition and strain on available opportunities, especially in the given backdrop of the continuing COVID-19 pandemic, internships have become an important learning platform for students coming from different educational backgrounds to showcase the breadth of practical understanding that they have of their chosen area of interest.

One would have thought that the pandemic would lower the number of students pursuing internship opportunities. On the contrary, there has been a surge in remote internships and students keen to equip themselves with as many internships as possible. It is in the backdrop of increased participation of students in available internships, it is pertinent to outline the points prospective internship applicants should keep in mind when selecting internship opportunities and ways in which they can utilize such opportunities to increase their chances of securing an employment. Internship Bank is one such platform which provides internship opportunities to upskilling female professionals from lesser known colleges, humble backgrounds.

The Dilemma Surrounding Choice in Internships

It is important that students choose their internships carefully and in line with a well-thought out clear long-term strategy that allows them to showcase their best qualities. Internships should provide students with ample opportunity to firm up their strengths and in the process help students standout among their peers, at the time of recruitment.

Therefore when deciding which internship to opt for, students should ask themselves two questions. Firstly, whether after successful completion of the chosen internship, are they likely to get another good internship? and secondly whether the chosen internship opportunity will help them in building their key skills which they would ultimately need at their first job?

The process of choosing internships can be varied depending on individual experiences and skill-set of a student.

The learning should begin during the application process itself and valuable lessons learnt in being resilient to failures and honing other soft skills gained while pursuing an internship application, will undoubtedly come to good use when the candidate later looks for a job.

Also, interns should not only aim to build their technical skills during internships, in fact they should place equal attention to building lasting relationships with their peers and seniors who will end up becoming mentors.

The internship period should be embraced as an opportunity to go beyond normal networking formalities and instead be used to build meaningful relationships. Only then will one

CIVIL SERVICES MAINS EXAM: NEED FOR A ROBUST STRATEGY

S.B. Singh

On the nature of Civil Services exam, one can safely say that while preliminary exam only entitles one to be considered for writing the main exam, the main exam decides both success and rank in the final count. Since bulk of marks are accounted for by the mains papers, it is bound to be this way. Taking a cue, while optional paper carries 500 marks, the four GS papers taken together carry 1000 marks. Then, the essay paper is allotted 250 marks. Thus, the total marks allotted to mains exam is 1750. Personaly test, commonly called Civil Services interview, carries 275 marks. This makes the main exam the deciding factor in the success of a candidate. Unfortunately, many candidates fail to appreciate the fact and opt for based, premeditated preparations, a trend set by the coaching shops by promoting the so called test series which runs into dozens of numbers.

This diverts energy as aspirants struggle with so many unnecessary facts at the cost of mains preparations. It must be clearly understood that prelims, being just a qualifying exam, only requires students to secure the cut off marks. The focus should be on mains preparations. While preparing for the mains, one is also preparing for the prelims, because both are interconnected.

**Basic skills required for mains:**

1. **Cognitive Skills:** These skills are necessary for acquisition of knowledge and use of information in order to make sense of reading books and other sources. Without this skill, the readings will be rendered useless.

2. **Linguistic Skills:** It means having good command over language in terms of grammar, vocabulary and structure of sentences. Your cognitive skills can be put to use only by your linguistic skills.

3. **Normative Skills:** It is setting of norms or standards to evaluate an issue. There will be many areas in the UPSC mains syllabus where such norms will be applicable. For example, in the essay paper, you need to apply some norms while writing on a philosophical or social topic. In the ethics paper, normative skills will have to be applied on many questions.

4. **Nature of the mains GS papers:**

   I. **Multi-disciplinary syllabus:** Each mains GS paper consists of many disciplines. Paper I combines history, art and culture, geography and social issues. Paper II includes policy, governance, international relations and issues of social justice. Paper III is a combination of economy, disaster management, national security and science and technology. Paper IV is on ethics but in this paper also, there are topics from ethics, social psychology (e.g. attitude and emotional intelligence), and governance (e.g. citizen charter, utilisation of public funds).

   II. **Dynamic syllabus:** The mains GS syllabus is dynamic in two senses. One, it is very contemporary and takes up most recent happenings. Two, it mostly Current Affairs based. The static portions are confined to history, geography, art and culture only rest are all current affairs based.

   III. **Unconventional questions:** By this, it implied that only few questions can be answered from textbooks. Majority of them can be attempted only by close observation of events unfolding on a daily, basis.

   IV. **Import of knowledge:** UPSC itself has notified that no marks will be given for superficial, irrelevant answers. It means that answers to each question must
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successful internship provides a strong stepping stone to the next internship opportunity and ultimately land first generation professional students with little or no connections, their dream job.

Students who decide on which internships to opt for on the basis of their personal ambitions, individual personality and personal geographical and financial circumstances fare better than those who simply apply for an internship without any thought.

Making the Decision on Internships

Personal ambition

Some students, while in their first year of college already decide on the organization they would like to work for when they graduate. Needless to say such students would do well to concentrate on choosing internships that would allow them to build their curriculum vitae that showcases the skill-sets and credentials to their ultimate hiring manager. This in turn would mean that the students would do good to choose subjects and undertake extra-curricular activities that the hiring manager of their chosen organization would be interested in. For example, if a law student is sure that she wants to pursue an opportunity in commercial law then she should do what is her interest is corporate law, she would do well if her academic papers, co-curricular activities including participation in relevant moot court competitions. It is important that students show a consistent interest in their area of interest and have an impressive list of achievements and more probability of getting the desired internship or job opportunity.

Also, these students who are keen to join a particular organization after their graduation can try following the 'backward approach'. For example, if a student would want to work at organization A, the student would need to visit the website of organization A and study the job requirements section to understand the requirements and the packages they offer and choose a job that suits their interests. Once the student is familiar with the specific job requirements of organization A, he can start working towards building those skill-sets during her undergraduate days by opting for subjects and extra-curricular activities that would improve these skills. Such students should carefully build their curriculum vitae containing relevant skill-sets for organization A would immediately attract the attention of the hiring manager and set her apart from other candidates.

The other helpful strategy would be to create a LinkedIn profile and start looking up profiles of people working at places where a student aspires to work. Visiting and following profiles of individuals already hired by the organization that the student aspires to join, will give an insight into what is required of the student to join the particular organization. Besides for any specific queries, the student always stands to get the best possible tailored advice, most relevant and up-to-date response when such queries are directed to the student's LinkedIn contacts who already work in the organization that the student aspires to join. However, as usual students must be mindful of not asking too many and answering them, as well as asking broad questions. Students are most likely to receive a response from busy well-established professionals, if the questions asked are specific and show a well-thought-out query. It is important to remember that some students are requesting help that she has already doned all necessary homework on the subject.

Students are unsure on what course of action they should take after graduation. should engage and communicate with seniors and professionals in the field that the student aspires to engage in. It is important to learn from the mistakes of seniors and professionals and also understand what initiatives and strategies worked for them. Every new individual that the student approaches with the same query, is most likely to give a new perspective from their own personal experience.

It is important that throughout the internship application process, students remain cheerful, motivated and keep away from any negative energy and strongly believe that their perseverance will pay off. Besides, it is also crucial that students learn not to worry or focus on the things that could go wrong. Even if the internship does not pay out as per the initial plan of the student, it can provide helpful lesson to the student on the areas or type of organizations that the student would want to avoid in the future.

Students should take advantage of all internships to the greatest extent possible and use internships to discover the types of work that excite them as well as understand the nature of work that they would want to avoid. It is equally as important that students learn to grow and expand their comfort zone with each internship opportunity and pick on new skill-sets that would make them more attractive to future employers.

Students should treat their internships as "mini jobs". This outlook would require students to think of their internships as more than a simple entry into their curriculum vitae to increase their chances for securing a job. If students dream of becoming entrepreneurs or professionally dressing in a particular manner of their dream job, it is important then that students do things at their internships itself. Good practices developed during internship days will become admirable habits when the students join their first job and this in turn would help such students distinguish themselves as outstanding professionals.

Furthermore, it is important that students always apply the "step-up" principle. By this we mean that interns would do good to emulate a good associate and try and conduct themselves in a similar fashion. The quicker the intern develops the good habits of his mentor, the more likely will the intern be offered a job or another internship opportunity. However one should not become rude and arrogant when trying to "step-up" and is important to not lose and humbleness. More often than not, interns will only be a person in the manner the person projects herself to. Thus if the intern starts projecting the same confidence and work ethic and discipline of a good associate she is more likely to offer a pre-placement offer.

Individual Personality

It is important that interns and students play to their strengths and accordingly choose their internship opportunities. If a student is an extrovert who loves public speaking and engaging with people then a career in marketing may be good option for such person. Similarly if a student does not enjoy working for 17-18 hours a week as an intern the counseling could be a good option. Likewise, students good in research would do well to pursue a career with a thrust.

Students should simultaneously work on improving their weaknesses and slowly turning their weaknesses into strengths.

Briefly put a student's success at her internship place would highly depend on how well the student has matched the internship requirements with her strengths.

Individual Circumstances

When selecting their internships, students should also pay attention to their individual, geographical and financial circumstances. Whether or not students should opt for internships abroad would highly depend on whether their institution and financial circumstances permit such a commitment. It is important that students take stock of all these circumstances when they take a call to go for foreign internships. Students should refrain from choosing brand name of an organization over quality of work if exposure abroad good quality work is compromised.

The location of the organization will be good enough to fill this lacuna. Often, at smaller companies or firms due to lack of helping hands intern are handled over more responsibilities than they would have been in larger organizations that are well-staffed. It is important that students take a step back and clearly understand that if unsure to talk about the exact nature of the work that they undertake during their internship and present their understanding of the various issues at hand in the relevant subject area at the time of their first job interview. Brand names of various organizations will not take them far.

Furthermore, if students are located at a geographical location that is remote and far away from their desired place of internship, they may consider opting for a remote internship. Remote internship is a good idea but is only effective if students have earlier interned at the organization in person. This is so because in person internships help develop soft skills and build connections in a deeper manner than remote internships. Thus when a student has already built such a connection with team-mates of an organization, remote internships later would prove to be a good option.

Practical Tips

There are many qualities that internship providers seek in interns. However the two most sought after skills are:

- (i) technical qualifications (i.e. knowledge in subject matter of the area chosen for internship); and
- (ii) soft-skills (i.e. manner in which the interns conduct themselves as members of a team as well as with external clients).

While internship providers can easily test a candidate's technical skills in both, in-person as well as remote internships, soft skills of a candidate is best evaluated in person internships where interns have greater amount of face-to-face interaction with their team-mates as well as with external clients. Excellent interns are those who can demonstrate both these skills at their internship stint. Both of these skill-sets are equally important much against the common perception that technical skills are more important than soft skills.

An intern greatly increases the chance of receiving a pre-placement offer by having a clear understanding of the internship provider's expectations of the intern. An applicant can play a pivotal role in directing an internship provider to choose him/her over many other candidates.

Ingredients of an application

Cover letter: including a brief cover letter that clearly lays down the qualities of the prospective intern which are relevant to the internship requirement. A tailored cover letter goes a long way in drawing attention of an internship provider to an intern's profile. For example, if the internship application requests certain qualities in a candidate than prospective interns would do well to re-read these qualities and in their cover letter demonstrate how they successfully being each of those qualities on board.

Well formatted and detailed curriculum vitae: interns would do well to remember that a curriculum vitae is the first point of contact that an internship provider would assess and make call on. What matters is that the intern is personally going to be. Also, interns should understand that a curriculum vitae simply does not list out the technical details of a candidate. Curriculum vitae's show to an internship provider, a candidate's eye for detail, skills in organization and presentation of thoughts in limited space and efficiency in using computer programs to make the curriculum vitae more visually pleasing. Potential interns are also advised to personalise their curriculum vitae for eachorganization.
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Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying
Government of India

Department of Fisheries
1st Floor, Chandok Building, 38th Janpath, New Delhi - 110 001

Subject: Recruitment to one post of "Assistant Director (Official Language)" in Level 10 (Rs. 55100-173500) of the Pay Matrix in Central Institute of Fisheries Nautical and Engineering Training H. Crs., Kochi, a subordinate office of the Department of Fisheries, on Composite Method (Promotion plus Deputation (including short term contract) basis with effect from 07.09.2020

A. Recruitment to one post of "Assistant Director (Official Language)" in Level 10 (Rs. 55100-173500) of the Pay Matrix (Group ‘B’ Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Central Institute of Fisheries Nautical and Engineering Training, H. Crs., Kochi, is proposed to be filled up through Composite Method (Promotion plus Deputation (including short term contract) basis from amongst the Officers from the Central Government or State Governments or UTs or PSUs or Recognized Research Institutions or Universities or Statutory bodies or autonomous bodies or Semi-government bodies.

B. The post is Tenable on regular basis in the parent cadre or department or in any other Central Government or State Government or UT or PSU or Autonomous Body or Statutory or Recognized Research Institution or University or other semi-government body or autonomous body or statutory body or semi-government body.

C. The post is non-transferable and is not transferable to any other cadre or department.

D. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

E. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

F. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

G. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

H. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

I. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

J. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

K. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

L. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

M. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

N. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

O. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

P. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

Q. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

R. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

S. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

T. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

U. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

V. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

W. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

X. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

Y. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.

Z. The post is not liable for reduction in pay in case of retirement or retirement on premature retirement dues.
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Government of India

Serious Fraud Investigation Office

2nd Floor, Pt. Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan
B-3 Wing, CSD Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003
No. 02/01/2017-Admn/SFIO/Vol.III

It is proposed to fill up the following vacancies in this office on deputation (including short-term contract basis):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of post</th>
<th>Tentative no. of vacancies</th>
<th>Tentative Place of Posting</th>
<th>Level in the pay matrix or pay scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Secretary</td>
<td>38 (30)</td>
<td>Diplomatic Post/Richard</td>
<td>Level 07 in pay matrix or pay scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical/Hyderabad</td>
<td>(Rs. 40,500-152,400)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interested and willing govt. employees may forward their application complete in all respects through proper channel in the prescribed format to The Director, Serious Fraud Investigation Office, 2nd Floor, Pt. Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan, B-3 Wing, CSD Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 within 45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. For details, visit www.sfio.nic.in or www.mca.gov.in.

Applications received after the due date or without ACRs/APARs, Vigilance Clearance or otherwise incomplete will not be considered.

Additional Director [Admn]  

En 23/09

Secretary of the Election Commission of India

Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road, New Delhi-11001

No. 181/12/2020 (Recruitment)

Election Commission of India proposes to appoint the services of 09 (Eight) Assistant Section Officers (ASOs) which may increase or decrease in Level 7 of the Pay Matrix (Rs. 45,000-127,500 - Group 'B', Non-Gazetted, General Central Service) on deputation basis amongst the following:

- Offices under the Central Government:
  - (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis, or
  - (ii) With five years regular service in posts in Level 4 (Rs. 25,500-30,000) of the Pay Matrix;

- Having two years' experience in establishment or election matters.

2. The initial period of deputation will be for three years, which may be extended till the services are required in the Commission.

3. The pay and allowances of the selected persons will be regulated in accordance with the Department of Personnel and Training OM No. 6/2000-PR(S). dated 17.06.2010, as amended from time to time.

4. Eligible and interested persons and whose services can be spared immediately by their parent government may apply through proper channel in prescribed format (Annexure-I) to the undersigned latest by 29.10.2020.

5. While forwarding the application in the prescribed format, it may be ensured that following documents are enclosed with the application:
   - I. Attested copies of the Character Rolls of the person concerned for the last three years.
   - II. Vigilance clearance and Integrity Certificate
   - III. Statement of penal cases, if any, during the last ten years.
   - IV. Selection will be based on qualifying in the Interview/Personal Talk conducted by the Commission. The candidates selected will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently. No TA/DA or any other allowance shall be provided for Interview/Personal Talk.
   - V. Incomplete applications, in any form, will not be considered.
   - VI. The vacancies cited above are not final and may change as per the need and requirement of the organization.

[Signature of the candidate Address]

www.jobriya.in

Signature of the candidate Address

[Signature with seal of the authorized signatory on behalf of the employer]
CABINET SECRETARIAT
Government of India

Reference is invited to our Advertisement No. 03/19 published in the Employment News dated 28.09.2019 to 04.10.2019 inviting applications from candidates, who are domiciled in any of the seven Northern Eastern states of India, for filling up vacancies for the post of Deputy Field Officer (GD) by regional direct recruitment on language basis, in Government of India organisations. As part of selection process, written examination was held on 12.01.2020 at five centres viz. Guwahati, Tezpur, Dibrugarh, Shillong & Aizwal for candidates found eligible in terms of the laid down eligibility criteria in the aforementioned advertisement for this post. Computer Proficiency Test (CPT) and interviews were held for candidates, who successfully qualified the written examination, during August 2020. Candidates with following Roll Numbers have been declared successful in the selection process:-

G19210036, G19210364, G19101082, G190661002, G19101297, G19101299, G191061287, G19210223, G19061746, G19061639, G19214187, G19214837, G19061523, G19241994, G19130194, G19101252, G19282016, G19282017, G19101191, G19180775, G19101107, G19180644, G19180356, G19180623

Total-24

day 58101/11/0019/2021
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NICMAR | ADMISSIONS 2021
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH

NICMAR in its chosen fields of Construction, Real Estate, Infrastructure and Projects (CRIP) has achieved important landmarks which include:-
1. Envisage recruitment through PGDM to PGDM (ACM) course from 2003 onwards.
2. CRIP has been successfully completed for over decade with all its CRIP recruiters onboard, both in India and overseas.
3. Successful placement of all new, unique PG programs in CRIP areas.
4. Large alumni strength across the world of CRIP.
5. Large student engagement across all its programs.
6. Large collection of a state of art in CRIP areas.
7. Large bank of open publications and case materials CRIP.
8. Limited number of Executive Development Programmes (EDP) for the institutes of CRIP.

Full-time on-campus programs commencing from July 12, 2021

1. Two Year Post Graduate Program in Advanced Construction Management (PGP ACM)
2. Two Year Post Graduate Program in Project Engineering and Management (PGP PEM)
3. Two Year Post Graduate Program in Real Estate and Urban Infrastructure Management (PGP RUEIM)
4. Two Year Post Graduate Program in Infrastructure Finance, Development and Management (PGP IFDM)
5. One Year Post Graduate Program in Management of Family-Owned Construction Business (PGP MFOCB)
6. One Year Post Graduate Program in Quality Surveying and Central Management (PGP QSMC)
7. One Year Post Graduate Program in Health, Safety and Environment Management (PGP HSEM)

Final year eligible students can also apply

For eligibility and selection criteria details visit www.nicmar.ac.in

Email: admission@nicmar.ac.in
Mobile: 022-28851992/8282-333

H.O.W. TO APPLY: Candidates can apply, pay and upload documents online through the website www.nicmar.ac.in. Candidates must upload the application form from the website and send filled and signed application form along with the required documents. Programme brochure and application form can be obtained from NICMAR Pune on payment of Rs. 100/- for one programme or Rs. 200/- for more than one programme by Demand Draft in favour of NICMAR Pune.

MODE OF SELECTION: NICMAR Common Admission Test (NCAT) will be conducted online on January 9, 10 and 11, 2021. Shortlisted candidates will be called for Personal Interview (PI). PI will also be conducted online from 18th January to 24th January, 2021. Candidates can attend online NCAT and PI from their residence.

Last Date for Submission of Application: December 27, 2020

DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in the articles in the Employment News are those of the writer. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the Government of India and the organization(s) they represent. The Employment News neither endorses nor is responsible for their accuracy or deployment of the content.
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Subject: Filling up of 12 nos. vacant post of Deputy Director of Training under Women Training Cadre in Pay Matrix Level-11 (Rs. 67,700-2,08,700), on deputation basis at various Field Institute of Directorate General of Training, New Delhi, located all over India - regarding

The Directorate General of Training is looking for the service of suitable Officers for appointment to the post in Deputy Director of Training, Women Training on deputation (including short term contract) or Head at Unit/Field/higher Training Institutes located at Noida, Jhunjhunu, Allahabad, Kolkata, Indore, Mumbai, Mathura, Hyderabad, Agartala, Jammu and Shima. The details of post, eligibility criteria, job requirement, age limit, qualification and experience required for the post are indicated in Annexure-I below.

2. The pay and other terms and conditions of deputation will be regulated in accordance with DCPR OM No. 528/2015-Estt (Pay-I) dated 17.06.2016 as amended from time to time. Copies of Head of Departments are requested to forward application of the eligible and willing candidates whose services can be availed on deputation (including short term contract) basis immediately, so as to reach the Secretary General, Directorate General of Training, Room No. 106A, First Floor, Employment Exchange Building, New Delhi-110002 within 10 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. The application forms/Curriculum Vitae Proforma are at Annexure-II and for other necessary details, the candidates are advised to visit and download from the DGT website http://dgt.gov.in.

LIST OF ENCLOSURES TO BE ACCOMPANIED WITH THE APPLICATION
1. Application in prescribed format - Annexure-II duly completed signed by the candidate and countersigned by seal by the Secretary General, DGT.
2. Attested copies of ACRs for the last 5 (five) years duly attested by each page with seal by an Officer with the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India.
3. Integrity Certificate.
4. Vigilance Clearance.
5. No major or minor penalty certificates for the last 10 years of his service.
6. A certificate to the effect that the particulars furnished by the candidate have not been reproduced or recorded as per service records.

(PVR Rajasekharam)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Annexure-I

13 nos. of Post of Deputy Director of Training (Women Training) in Pay Matrix Level-11.

Manner of Recruitment: Deputation (including short term contract)

Eligibility criteria: Deputation (including short term contract)

(i) Officers of the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Autonomous or Statutory Organization or Public Sector Undertakings or University or Recognized Research Institute.

(ii) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in parent cadre or department; or

(iii) with five years regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto, on a regular basis in posts in Level- U of equivalent in the parent cadre or department.

(iii) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience as under:

- Graduation in Engineering or Technology (Electronics and Communication)/Information Technology/Computer Science, Fashion Designing from a recognized University or Institute.

- Five years industrial or teaching experience in relevant field from any Government or University or Institution created by an act of Parliament or State legislature or autonomous bodies or PSUs of state or UT or Central Government.

Desirable:

- Master of Business Administration from a recognized University or Institute.

Note 1: The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another cadre/post held immediately preceding this appointment, in the same or any other organization or department of the Central Government shall not exceed four years.

Note 2: The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding fifty years on the last date of receipt of applications.

Note 3: The departmental officers in the leader category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly, the deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and address, in block letters.
2. Date of birth (in Christian era).
3. Date of retirement under Central/Sate Govt. Rules.
4. Educational qualification.
5. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied (if any.

ANNEXURE-II

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)

Anuradha Bhawan, 2, Rafl Marg
New Delhi-110001
Advt. No. 02/2020

Applications/remonitations are invited for the positions of DIRECTOR OF CSIR-Indian Institute of Toxicology Research (CSIR-IITR), Lucknow.

CSIR invites applications/remonitations for the position of DIRECTOR OF CSIR-Indian Institute of Toxicology Research (CSIR-IITR), Lucknow in Level 15 of pay matrix (Rs. 1,62,200-2,37,100) plus allowances as applicable in CSIR.

For eligibility criteria and other conditions, please see the detailed advertisement No. 02/2020 on CSIR website www.csir.res.in. Applications/remonitations may be sent along with complete bio-data and list of publications/patents etc through email ID dts@csire.in or by post to Director Recruitment Cell, Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR), Anuradha Bhawan, 2, Rafli Marg, New Delhi-110001 or before 23.12.2020.

EN 229/4
### NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRAMA

**VACANCY NOTICE**

The National School of Drama, an autonomous institution under Ministry of Culture, Government of India invites applications for various vacant posts. The details of vacant posts are indicated below:

- **Librarian**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Assistant Director (Official Language)**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Composite Method - By Deputation (including short term secondment)**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Upper Division Clerk**: 2 Posts (SC, ST, OBC, EWS)
- **Reception Incharge**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Assistant Photographic**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Percussionist Gr. III**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Carpenter Gr.II**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Electrician (Gr. I)**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Master Tiler**: 1 Post (UR)
- **Lower Division Clerk**: 1 Post (OD)
- **Multi Tasking Staff**: 13 Posts (UR, SC, ST, OBC, EWS)

Candidates are required to apply online only by using the Website: [http://recruitment.nsd.gov.in](http://recruitment.nsd.gov.in) or [http://nsd.gov.in](http://nsd.gov.in). Please visit NSD Website: [www.nsd.gov.in](http://www.nsd.gov.in) for details. Last date for receipt of applications is 30.11.2020.

Detailed information about the recruitment and instructions for filling up online applications are available on the above mentioned URL. Candidates working in Govt. Deptt./Autonomous Organisation/PSUs and fulfilling the requirements are also required to submit No Objection Certificate from the present employer at the time of final examination/ Skill Test as applicable.

Age relaxation will be given to candidates belonging to SC/ST/FORC and other specified categories, as per orders of the Govt. of India. Employees of National School of Drama are entitled to age relaxation as per revised Recruitment Policy of NSD and DoPT Guidelines. The age limit as indicated will be relaxed as on 31.10.2020.

No TADA will be paid by the National School of Drama for attending the interview. Candidates belonging to SC/ST/FORC category will be paid 2nd class train fare by the shortest route from their place of residence to New Delhi and back on production of railway/ bus tickets/ air tickets.

Number of posts may vary and the National School of Drama reserves the right to increase or decrease number of posts and may or may not fill any post(s) and its decision in this regard shall be final. Applications form the above vacant posts with reference to the advertisement dated 15.06.2019 issued earlier are required to apply afresh.

**Details of Application Fee & Mode of Payment**

Application fee of Rs. 200/- for UR and Rs. 100/- for OBC (Non Creamy Layer) is to be paid online through Net Banking, Credit or Debit Card. Candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Persons with Disability eligible for relaxation from paying application fee. Fees once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances.

**Employment News**

**Disclaimer**

The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organisations or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the contents of these advertisements.
REC Transmission Projects Company Limited (A wholly owned subsidiary of REC Ltd.)

ECE House, 3rd Floor, Annexure-I, 28 A, KG Marg, New Delhi-110001
Tel: 011-4796 4796 Fax: 011-4796 4738, Website: www.rectpcl.in

Appointment of Consultants and Experienced Engineers in REC Transmission Projects Company Limited

REC Transmission Projects Company Limited (RECTPCL) invites applications for the following positions:

**Consultants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Qualification &amp; Age</th>
<th>CTC (per month) (in Rs.)</th>
<th>No of Posts &amp; Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sr. Consultant/Associate Advisor</td>
<td>B.E. / B. Tech (Electrical Engg / Electrical &amp; Electronics Engg / Civil Engg) with 25 to 30 Years of experience in Power Transmission. Candidate should be a retired official from Central Govt./State Govt./CPSE/Autonomous Body from the rank not below Superintending Engineer or Equivalent.</td>
<td>84,000/- to 1,10,000/-</td>
<td>03 (New Delhi/NH-3 UT of Ladakh-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>Graduate with 20 to 25 Years of experience. Candidate should be a retired official from Central Govt./State Govt./CPSE/ Autonomous Body. Equivalent to Level-6 to Level 3 as per 7th pay commission with experience in Forest/RTO Clearance.</td>
<td>35,000/- to 50,000/-</td>
<td>04 (UT of Ladakh-04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experienced Engineers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Qualification &amp; Age</th>
<th>CTC (per month) (in Rs.)</th>
<th>No of Posts &amp; Reservation &amp; Category/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Executive Engineer</td>
<td>B.E. / B. Tech (Electrical Engg / Electrical &amp; Electronics Engg / Civil Engg) with 60% and 1st Division or equivalent CGPA having Min. 10 Years of experience in Power Transmission Sector.</td>
<td>90,000/-</td>
<td>01 (UR-01, OBC-01, SC-02, ST-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Dy. Executive Engineer</td>
<td>B.E. / B. Tech (Electrical Engg / Electrical &amp; Electronics Engg / Civil Engg) with 60% and 1st Division or equivalent CGPA having Min. 07 Years of experience in Power Transmission Sector.</td>
<td>75,000/-</td>
<td>02 (UR-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Assistant Executive Engineer</td>
<td>B.E. / B. Tech (Electrical Engg / Electrical &amp; Electronics Engg / Civil Engg) with 60% and 1st Division or equivalent CGPA having Min. 05 Years of experience in Power Transmission Sector.</td>
<td>65,000/-</td>
<td>02 (UR-02, OBC-01, SC-02, ST-01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Assistant Engineer</td>
<td>B.E. / B. Tech (Electrical Engg / Electrical &amp; Electronics Engg / Civil Engg) with 60% and 1st Division or equivalent CGPA having Min. 04 Years of experience in Power Transmission Sector.</td>
<td>00,000/-</td>
<td>02 (New Delhi-NH-3, OBC-01, SC-02, ST-01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All the above mentioned vacancies are tentative and are subject to change at the sole discretion of RECTPCL. The reservation and relaxation are as per central government guidelines. Details regarding Mode of application, Selection Process, Terms & Conditions etc. are available on RECTPCL www.rectpcl.in & REC Ltd. www.recindia.in website. Any corrigendum/clarifications shall only be uploaded on RECTPCL and REC website and no separate press advertisement shall be published for this purpose. The last date for receipt of applications is 07.11.2020.
Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying

Kohari Bhawan, New Delhi

The National Livestock Mission (NLM) Division of Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying invites applications for the following post:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>No. of the post, classification and scale</th>
<th><strong>No.</strong> of vacancies</th>
<th>Method of recruitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1. Foster Agreement on Level-10</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Deputation (including short term contract)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2. Rs. 15,300-39,100+ Grade Pay of Rs. 1500</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Deputation (including short term contract)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The number of vacancies of the post mentioned above may increase or decrease.**

2. For eligibility criteria, i.e., educational qualification, experience, bio-data forms etc., the applications are advised to refer to the official website of this Department i.e. [www.dhdmic.nic.in](http://www.dhdmic.nic.in). The applications for the post, complete in all respects, should be forwarded through proper channel to the address mentioned within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.

3. The name of the post applied for should be super scripted in bold letter on the envelope containing the application.

[WWW.JOBRIYA.IN](http://WWW.JOBRIYA.IN)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel: 011-23387661

Central Water Commission

Steve Bhawan, Room No. 523(N)

R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: 30th October, 2020

Sub: Filling up the post of Storekeeper at HOC, CWC, Guwahati under the office of BECOB/CWC.

Shifting on deputation basis - regarding.

It is proposed to fill up one post of Storekeeper in Level-4 in the pay matrix (Rs. 25500-58000) as per 7th CPC, (in I-B of Rs. 5200-20200) with pay grade of Rs. 24500- as per 6th CPC at HOC, CWC, Guwahati under the office of BECOB/CWC. Shifting on deputation basis from amongst Central/State Government Officers fulfilling following eligibility conditions -

1. Officers under the Central or State Government:
   - With 8 years regular service in the post in level 2 or department or
   - With 7 years regular service in the level 2 post in the pay matrix (Rs. 19000-34800) as per 7th CPC (PB 1/F 2000-20200) along with grade pay of Rs. 1000 as per 6th CPC or equivalent in the parent cadre or department and
   - Possessing the educational qualifications and experience as under:
     - Graduation from a recognized University/Institution.
     - Three years experience of holding stores and store accounts.

2. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation or department of the Central Government shall not exceed 3 years.

3. The maximum age for appointment by deputation shall not exceed fifty-six years on the closing date for receipt of applications.

4. For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 at the date from which the revised pay structure exists would be on the recommendations of the Sixth Central Pay Commission. The recommendations of the Sixth Central Pay Commission that have been extended, shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of the said Pay Commission except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit shall extend only for the post(s) for which such grade pay or pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any updation.

5. The pay of the officers selected will be regularized in accordance with the DoPT, CM No. 2/2554-62 (E-1) dated 15.07.1987, as amended from time to time.

6. Other conditions as stipulated in Orders/Rules issued by the Govt. of India from time to time will also be applicable.

1. It is requested that application in duplicate in the prescribed Form annexed along with:
   - Attested copies of APARs for last five years.
   - Vigilance Clearance Certificate.
   - No Pay Statement and Integrity Certificate in respect of interested and eligible officers, who can be selected immediately in the event of their selection may be forwarded to this Commission within 45 days from the date of issue of this circular/circular/publishment in Employment News, whichever is later.

Rajesh Sharma
Under Secretary

[WWW.JOBRIYA.IN](http://WWW.JOBRIYA.IN)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel: 23387661

Cement Corporation of India Limited

Head Office: Core-IV, Scope Complex, 7-Lochi Road

New Delhi-110002

CMC-1976/93, 1985-04-6322

Advertisement No. AT/02/2020

Cement Corporation of India Ltd. CCI is a Central Govt. Public Sector Undertaking engaged in manufacturing and marketing of cement.

CCI is looking for dynamic and result oriented Artisan Trainees, for the following positions which are initially meant for Barefoot Unit (Assam), however, their postings after completion of training will carry all India service status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Code</th>
<th>Name of the Post</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
<th>Max. Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artisan Trainee</td>
<td>Electrician</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Artisan Trainee</td>
<td>Welder</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Artisan Trainee</td>
<td>Fitter</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Artisan Trainee</td>
<td>Mason</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Artisan Trainee</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cut-off date for sending the application will be 30.09.2020.

Link to apply will be available from 05.12.2020 (100 HRS) onwards to 25.12.2020 (1700 HRS)

Last date for submission of application: 25.12.2020 (1700 HRS)

For detailed advertisement, please visit our official website www.cciltd.in in Career section.

Attention is drawn to Annexure/Corrigendum, if any, issued in relation to above advertisement, will be published on our website www.cciltd.in.

Manager (HR)

EN 23/12

[WWW.JOBRIYA.IN](http://WWW.JOBRIYA.IN)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel: 23387661

EN 23/33
INDEPENDENT INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY DELHI
HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016

CORRIGENDUM

With reference to the advertisement published in the Employment newspaper on October 10, 2020, inviting online applications for admission to the Ph.D./M.S. (Research) Programmes 2020-2021 (2nd Semester), it is informed that the School of Public Policy will not entertain any applications for Ph.D. programme for 2nd Semester (2020-21). The other contents of the earlier released advertisement shall remain same.

Joint Registrar (Academics)

 Oil India Limited

ADVERTISEMENT NO.: EX RECT/2020/01-A
ADDITION - Reference Advt. No. EX RECT/2020/01, the Post Senior Officer (HR) (HR 12), Grade B has also been identified for PwBD with "AU/MD - Autism/Multiple Disabilities".

The other conditions contained in the Advt. No. EX RECT/2020/01 remain unchanged.

The last date of receipt of Online Application is 23:59 Hours on 30.10.2020.

For details visit:

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
Rishikesh- 249203
Adv. No. 2020/134-137 Date: 6th 10.2020
Recruitment Notice

AIIMS Rishikesh is invited online applications from eligible candidates to fill up the post of Superintendent Engineer (Adv. No. 2020/134), Financial Advisor (Adv. No. 2020/135), Executive Engineer (Civil) (Adv. No. 2020/136) & Executive Engineer (Civil) (Adv. No. 2020/137) on DEPUTATION BASIS.

For detailed qualification & other eligibility criteria please visit the Institute website: www.aiimsrishikesh.edu.in

Last date of submission of online application form is 31.10.2020.

RECRUITMENT CELL
AIIMS, Rishikesh

Nawalgarh Institute of Medical Sciences
Nawalgarh-316 025

Recruitment Notice

NIMS Nawalgarh is invited online applications from eligible candidates to fill up the post of Medical Officer (Adv. No. 2020/134), Junior Resident Officer (Adv. No. 2020/135) & Junior Resident Officer (Adv. No. 2020/136) on DEPUTATION BASIS.

For detailed qualification & other eligibility criteria please visit the Institute website: www.nimsnawalgarh.org

Last date of submission of online application form is 31.10.2020.

RECRUITMENT CELL
NIMS, Nawalgarh

IRCON INTERNATIONAL LTD.
(A Public Sector Undertaking under the Ministry of Railways)
Regd. Office: C-4, District Centre, Sabar, New Delhi-110 017 (India)
Tel.: +91-11-23296785, Fax: +91-11-23296796, 23292000
www.jobriya.in 0711-2341257

Advt. No. 06/2020

Recruitment for various posts in Human Resource Management Discipline

IRCON INTERNATIONAL LTD. is a premier EPC/turnkey engineering company under the Ministry of Railways engaged in the construction of major infrastructure projects in Railways, Highways, Buildings, Power sector, etc. The Company has recorded a turnover of more than 5200 crores in the year 2019-20. The Company has successfully completed large value Railway and Highway Projects across the years in India and abroad including Malaysia, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Turkey, Nepal, etc. and recently in Sri Lanka.

The Company invites applications for various regular posts in Human Resource Management Discipline for which eligibility criteria and other details are tabulated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post and Scale of Pay</th>
<th>Essential Qualification</th>
<th>Age limit and post publication experience as on 01.09.2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager/HR (E-3)</td>
<td>2 Years full time post graduate degree in HR/personnel/HRM &amp; IR with not less than 03% marks from a recognized university institution.</td>
<td>Experience: 5 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy. Manager/HRM (E-2)</td>
<td>2 Years full time post graduate degree in HR/personnel/HRM &amp; IR with not less than 03% marks from a recognized university institution.</td>
<td>Experience: 2 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Manager/HRM (E-1)</td>
<td>2 Years full time post graduate degree in HR/personnel/HRM &amp; IR with not less than 03% marks from a recognized university institution.</td>
<td>Experience: Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For eligibility criteria & application format, please see detailed advertisement on our website www.ircon.org. Last date of receipt of hard copy of applications in the office is 09.11.2020.

Jawaharlal Nehru University
New Delhi-110 007
Adv. No. 10/RC(NT)/2020

Applications are invited from eligible bonafide Indian Citizens for filling up of the following non-teaching posts on Deputation basis for a period of one year in the Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU). New Delhi as per details given below:

No. | Name and Pay Level of the post | No. of Posts |
--- | ----------------------------- |-------------|
1. | Section Officer Level-7 Rs. 44000-12400 Pre-revised Pay Band-2 (Rs. 3000-40000) | 04 |
2. | Senior Assistant Level-6 Rs. 35400-112400 (Pre-revised Pay Band-2 (Rs. 3000-40000) plus Grade Pay Rs. 9000) | 02 |
3. | Personal Assistant Level-5 Rs. 30000-112400 (Pre-revised Pay Band-1 (Rs. 3000-40000) plus Grade Pay Rs. 9000) | 06 |
4. | Stenographer Level-4 Rs. 25500-81000 (Pre-revised Pay Band-1 (Rs. 2000-40000) plus Grade Pay Rs. 7000) | 01 |

For essential eligibility criteria and other general terms and conditions, please visit JNU website www.jnu.ac.in/career/.

Applications received after due date will not be entertained.

REGISTRAR
Jawaharlal Nehru University

Matl in the pay scale of Level-5 of the Pay Matrix (Rs. 18200-46500/-) through either of Direct Recruitment/Deputation/Deputation (including special term contract) routes. Last date for receipt of application would be 15 days from the date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News.

Further, details and application form can be obtained from websites of NITI (www.niti.gov.in) STPI(www.stpi.in) DoPT (www.personal.gov.in) and National Career Service Portal (www.nic.gov.in).

date: 01/01/2021

EM 2367
### Requirement of Experienced Non-Executive Personnel

Indian Oil, a Maharatna, Central Public Sector Undertaking is undertaking a diversified and integrated energy business, fulfilling the energy needs of the nation over six decades. As the Energy of India, Indian Oil accounts for nearly half of India's petroleum products market share. Panipat Refinery, seventh Refinery of Indian Oil with largest integrated Petrochemical Plant is looking for result-oriented experienced personnel with initiative and enterprises to join the team and become the Energy of India.

On-line Applications are invited from bright, young and energetic persons of Nationality for the following posts in the payscale range of Rs. 15,000/- to 36,000/- per month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name of Post</th>
<th>Tentative Vacancies</th>
<th>Total UR</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>OBC</th>
<th>PwBD</th>
<th>Category of Disability</th>
<th>EXM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Junior Engineering Assistant-II</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Junior Engineering Assistant-II (Mech Fireman-Rigger)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>PwBD</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Junior Engineering Assistant-II (Instrumentation)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>PwBD</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Junior Quality Control Analyst-II</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>PwBD</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no reservation for ST category in the State of Haryana; however, ST candidates shall be considered under Unreserved Category.

The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016 - Section 2(d) defines “person with disability” as a person duly certified by the certifying authority with a disability of 40% or more in any disability where specified disability has not been defined in measured terms.

The candidates are required to submit a Disability Certificate issued by competent authorities on the prescribed format (Annexure C) issued by the Medical Board constituted by the Public Representatives for the Persons with Disabilities Rules 2011, listing which the candidate as PwBD candidate will not be considered. Persons with Benchmark Disabilities are capable of performing the task of the post and instructing the candidates to handle disabilities using suitable aids and appliances. Appointment of candidates belittled to PwBD categories will be prioritized over persons against identified positions, as indicated above.

#### B. Important Instructions

1. The prescribed qualification should be from a recognized Indian University as a regular full-time course or Diploma course (including a sandwich course duly recognized by AICTE). No experience will be acceptable in lieu of this qualification. In such cases, the candidate should possess industrial training as part of the course, with no break, with minimum 50% marks in aggregate for General & OBC candidates. For SC/PwBD candidates, 45% in case of SC/PwBD candidates against reserved positions for PwBD candidates.

2. Candidates holding a qualification acquired through part-time/ correspondence/ distance education mode are not eligible.

3. Candidates possessing Diploma under recognized career entry scheme (Class-VI) admitted in the 2nd year of Diploma courses shall also be considered eligible subject to meeting prescribed percentage of marks on the basis of aggregate of 4 semester in the diploma course.

4. Qualification of MSc or B.Com from a recognized University will be considered as equivalent to the Qualification prescribed and will not be considered for any of the above posts.

5. A candidate is allowed to apply for only one discipline. In case of receipt of more than one application for more than one discipline, all the applications will be rejected.

6. Qualification for the purpose of this clause would mean the qualification based on which the candidate is offered or considered claimed by a candidate. Prescribed qualification shall be strictly adhered.

7. The criteria for full-time regular course shall not be insisted upon in case of Ex-Servicemen, provided they possess a required EQUIVALENT qualification that has been acquired during the period of active service and recognized by NCTE/PIB, GoI, and have secured the prescribed minimum percentage of marks.

8. Work experience as prescribed of technical or professional nature is essential for being considered eligible.

9. For Ex-Servicemen, a declaration of any area of work experience will be sufficient and no work experience certificate is required.

10. Ex-servicemen equating qualification in which shall be required to produce a copy of an equivalent certificate as per the need of the concerned Ministry/GoI.

11. The candidate of the applicant would be provisional and subject to subsequent verification of antecedents/ testimonials, etc.

12. Suppression of information regarding possession or pursuit of higher qualifications that alter a candidate ineligible for consideration at any stage of selection and in/on any matter during employment, if found.
14. Large Industrial Establishments would mean establishments of units where its investment in plant & machineries exceed Rs. 10 crores and which has been in operation for one year.

- Certificates shall be required to attach a copy of the relevant page of the last published Balance sheet of the establishment with the physical application under self-certification by the candidate.
- Candidates employed, directly or by or through any agency (including a contractor) by a Large Industrial Establishment shall also be eligible to apply, provided they are not employed in the workforce of the application under self-certification by the agency/contractor alongside the page of the balance sheet.

15. Candidates who are registered with Local Employment Exchange(s) District Sabalik Resetement Board/Local Employment Exchange and meeting the prescribed eligibility criteria, whose names are sponsored by Panipat Refinery & Petrochemical Complex against this notification, are advised to apply On-Line, failing which their candidature will not be considered.

16. A Person with a specified disability listed in the Schedule but not covered under Section 34 (1), if certified by a Certifying Officer as a person with disability of 40% or above, in terms of provisions of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 shall be considered for appointment in accordance with the relaxation available in PwBD against post code 103,105 & 107 only, and if selected on merit against reserved vacancies, he shall be declared successful. His candidature will not be considered / adjusted against reservation provided to PwBD under Section 34 (1) of the Act of 2016.

17. A PwBD candidate applying for any-age relaxation in eligibility, qualification marks / in written and skill marks shall be considered against reserved vacancy in order of merit in the selected list before being considered against reserved post.

18. Candidates are hereby informed that anyCorrigendum/Addendum et al. with regards to this notification, will be available only on www.jobriya.in. Candidates are advised to refer to the above website periodically for updates.

19. All correspondence with respect to the advertised posts will be made only through www.jobriya.in.

G. Opportunity for Women:

1. No warranty is permitted to work in or allowed to enter any building in which the government of Punjab is present in the year 1994.

2. Accordingly, Women candidates will not be considered for vacancies in Production and also against the cadres works that are subject to right of residence, 300 days in a year or requires undertaking work beyond 09.00 pm (up to 06.00 am), like PHU Operators (Boiler & Electrical), Staff Control Centre and Fire & Safety or non-maintenance responsibilities, normally performed in shifts. However, subject to limitations above, exceptions if any, work performance requirements and availability of personnel, women may be appointed against Policies 102 & 103 only.

D. Special measures for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC (Non-Dummy Layer)/EWS candidates:

1. Reservation of Vacancy for SC/ST/OBC (Non-Dummy Layer)/EWS candidates and relaxation thereof will be in terms of numbers indicated above / as per Govt. circulars.


3. SC/OBC candidates can be considered under General Merit list against the unreserved posts provided no relaxation in age, qualification etc. is availed in addition to them.

4. For claiming the benefit of OBC category, the candidate should submit a caste certificate to the proforma prescribed by Govt. of India, which would, among others specifically mention that the candidate does not belong to the persons/sections (caste category) as mentioned in column 2 of the schedule to the Departmental Notification vide Departmental Order No. D.P.E.P. 2018-2019/03/FAC/1-30 dated 15.02.2019.

5. Candidates belonging to SC/ST category but failing in creamy layer are not entitled to OBC reservation benefits. Accordingly such candidates may choose apply for the positions mentioned in the age limit applicable to SC/ST candidates and indicate their category as "LIF". Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. being a Central Public Sector Undertaking, only those communities that are mentioned in the common list of OBC approved by Central Government shall be treated as OBC for the purpose of reservation.

6. Candidates belonging to EWS category are required to submit an Income and Asset certificate issued by Competent Authority as prescribed under note 5 to the Notification vide C.O. No. 3000/2/2018-Estd(Rela) dated 31.01.2019. Format for the same can be downloaded from the website. If the candidates are not able to submit the income and asset certificate at the time of making application, undertaking in this regard must be furnished. Format of undertaking can be downloaded from the indicated website.

7. Prescribed reservation for PwBD & Ex-servicemen will be applied on horizontal basis as per Govt. guidelines. Candidates belonging to Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBD) category shall be considered only against the identified numbers and positions. Following categories of disability shall be considered for appointment of PwBD candidates:

- Visual: IV
- Hearing: III
- Speech: III
- Locomotor: IV
- Mental: IV

8. PwBD candidates with less than 40% of permanent disability are not eligible. The PwBD candidates are required to submit a Disability Certificate issued by competent authority as per the Person with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995 and Rules, 2017, failing which their candidature as PwBD candidates will not be considered.

9. Incase of Persons with Benchmark Disabilities in the category of low vision/blindness, locomotor disability (both arm affected-B/A) and cerebral palsy, the facility of scolarship shall be given. If desired by the candidate. In case of other disabilities like blindness, locomotor disabilities, the provision of scholarship can be availed on production of a certificate to the effect that the person concerned has physical limitation to write, and is eligible to write examination on his behalf, from the Chief Medical Officer of the concerned Medical College of Government Medical education and Research Institute as per proforma enclosed at Annexure-II. In case the PwBD candidate is below the age of 18 years, the qualification of the scolarship should be one step below the qualification of the candidate taking the examination. The persons with benchmark disabilities opting for scolarship should submit details of the same as per proforma enclosed at Annexure-VI.

E. Concessions/Relaxations to SC/ST/OBC/PwBD & Ex-Servicemen:

1. The minimum qualifying marks will be relaxed by 5% in written test for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/PwBD categories against reserved positions.

2. SC/ST/PwBD candidates called for Written Test and Skill/Proficiency/Physical Test will be reimbursed single class train fare from the nearest railway station at the mailing address to the places of Written Test and Skill/Proficiency/Physical Test and back by the shortest route on production of ticket, provided the distance is not less than 30 Km. Fare reimbursement shall be made through on-line payment system. Candidates are advised to submit the train ticket numbers in the format along with Traveling Expenses Claim Form provided at Annexure-I to IOF officials at the time of Written Test & Ex-Servicemen for reimbursement of travelling expenses.

3. SC/ST/PwBD/EX-Servicemen candidates are exempted from payment of application fee.

F. Age limit/Relaxation for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/PwBD & Ex-servicemen:

1. Candidates issued by a Board of Secondary Education for passing Matriculation/Higher Secondary shall be the only acceptable document in support of proof of age.

2. Minimum 18 years and Maximum age shall be 28 years for General candidates as on 31.10.2020.

3. Relaxation in age upto 5 years for SC and 3 years for OBC candidates considered against reserved positions will be allowed.

4. PwBD candidates will be allowed age relaxation upto 10 years (up to 15 years for BC candidates) considered against reserved positions will be allowed.

5. Relaxation to Ex-servicemen will be allowed as per Govt. Guidelines. In case of ESM, Period of actual military service will be reckoned from his actual age and if the resultant age does not exceed the maximum age limit by more than three years, he shall be considered to be fulfilling the age criteria.

6. Age relaxation of a senior equal to maximum years of experience notified against a post shall be allowed.

7. Period of Apprenticeship training in an industry covered under the experience criteria notified in this advertisement shall be considered for relaxation in age.

8. Further, period of Apprenticeship training in an industry covered under the experience criteria notified in this advertisement shall be considered as experience. Experience in such cases, relating to the years prior to age shall not be available.

9. Date of reckoning Eligibility criteria:

1. The date for the purposes of possession of qualification & experience meeting age criteria shall be 31.10.2020.

Pay & Perks:

1. Besides Basic Pay and Industrial pensions, the other allowances & benefits include HRA/assisted housing accommodation (as per availability), Medical Facilities, Provident Fund, Employees' Pension Scheme, Gratuity, Children Education Allowance, etc., as per Corporation rules.

Selection Methodology:

1. The selection methodology will comprise Written Test and a Skill/Proficiency/Physical Test (STPT). The STPT will be of qualifying nature.

2. A candidate will have to secure a minimum of 45% marks in the written test to qualify for the Skill/Proficiency Test (SFT).

3. The minimum qualifying marks in the written test will be relaxed by 5% for candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/PwBD categories considered against reserved positions.

4. Obtaining minimum qualifying marks in the written test does not confer any right or claim to the candidate for being shortlisted for further consideration or the final selection, as the same is related to number of positions, ratio applied and relative merit of the respective candidates.

5. Short listed candidates, in the ratio of 1:2 (two candidates for one post, with cut-off point to the number of reserved posts) subject to securing minimum qualifying marks in the written test will be required to undergo a Skill/Proficiency/Physical Test (SPT). The SPT for each discipline shall be conducted by a duly constituted selection committee.

6. The candidate of the applicant would be provisioned and subject to subsequent verification of certificates/ testimonials, experience etc. The documents furnished in the selection process. It is found that the candidate has furnished false or incorrect information, the whole application is liable to be cancelled and what he/ she has been offered after that. Will be withdrawn.

7. Filling up of vacancies is solely at the discretion of the management based on suitability of candidates and no claim will arise for appointment, if some of the vacancies are not filled due to unsuitability of available candidates or insufficiency in number of candidates.
B. The decision of the Management will be final and binding on all candidates for all matters relating to acceptance or rejection of a candidate for the position, mode of selection, cancellation of the selection process either in part or full, etc. No correspondence will be entertained in this regard.

J. Pre-Employment Medical Examination:

1. Candidates are advised to ensure that they are medically fit as per Indian Oil’s pre-employment medical standards. Candidates are also advised to go through the Guidelines and Criteria for Physically Fit Person for Pre-employment Medical examination and strictly adhere themselves of meeting the fitness standards before coming to the examination center.

www.jobriya.in/PreEmployment_Medical.pdf

K. Liability to Decline:

1. Candidates with reported ailments, deficiencies or abnormalities and also those with finding of not meeting the physical fitness criteria as above, shall make a declaration to this effect while submitting their application.

2. A candidate found unfit during medical examination conducted by any referrer unit while seeking engagement as an apprentice/non-executive in the past shall also be required to deal with the same with reasons for being declared unfit.

L. General Instructions:

1. Candidates are advised to carefully read the full advertisement for details of educational qualification and other eligibility criteria before submission of online application.

2. Rules & Guidelines, as may be prescribed by the Govt., or framed by the Corporation, from time to time shall apply.

3. A candidate employed in Govt./Govt. Departments/PSUs/Autonomous Bodies will be required to submit NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE at the time of Written Test, failing which the candidate will not be allowed to appear in the Skill/Proacy/Physical Test. Such candidates, if offered on appointment, shall be required to submit the prop 'RELEASE ORDER' from their employer at the time of joining, without which they will not be allowed to join.

4. General, EWS and OBC(NCL) candidates are required to pay Rs. 100/- (Rupees One hundred and fifty only) as application fee (non-refundable) through SBI e-Cheque (circular no. 02/11 dated 09/01/2012). The bank charges, if applicable, have to be borne by the candidates.

5. The path for accessing and paying fee through SBI e-Cheque portal is as follows:

Log onto www.onlinesbi.com/cba Online application form is available to all candidates as per the standard procedure at www.indianoil.org.nic.

N. How to Apply: Online Application Form

1. Before applying on-line, candidate must have a valid email Id and a mobile phone number which must remain valid for at least twelve months for future communication (including issue of call letters).

2. The candidates should have the relevant documents/certificates pertaining to age, qualification, caste, experience, Disability Certificate (where applicable), scanned copy of colour photograph and signature in jpg format (size not exceeding 50 KB) ready before applying online. The photo and signature in digital form will be required to be uploaded.

3. Candidate meeting the prescribed eligibility criteria for a post may visit the website www.indianoil.org.nic and apply online. The website will remain open from 12.12.2020 (10:00 Hrs) to 07.12.2020 (17:00 Hrs). Only online mode of applications will be accepted. All future communications will be sent by email/more phone.

4. After successfully applying, the candidates are advised to send the scanned soft copy (one pdf file with a maximum size of 20 MB) of print out of on-line application form duly signed by him/herself along with all self-attested supporting documents as per Annexure-II of Application Form in a single zip file by 21.12.2020 (17:00 Hrs). Also, candidates are advised to send the print out of on-line application form duly signed by him/herself along with all self-attested supporting documents as per Annexure-II of Application Form through ordinary post by 28.11.2020.

5. Additionally all candidates are required to mandatorily bring and submit one hard copy (print out) of on-line application form, duly signed by him/herself along with all self-attested supporting documents as per Annexure-II of Application Form & a photograph under self-attestation on the day of examination i.e. 29.11.2020 at the venue of written test. Non-submission of hard copy of applications along with all self-attested supporting documents through email/ordinary post or by hand on the day of the written test shall lead to rejection of candidature without any further correspondence.

6. Candidates should super scribe the Name of Post Applied for, name of the Railway Unit and Post Code on the top of the envelope.

7. Application of candidate submitting online application for one Unit and sending the printout of the online application to other Unit shall be summarily rejected.

8. Candidate is required to apply either through Post Box or through mail till last date i.e. 28.11.2020 shall be treated as Rejected.

9. Incomplete applications or applications not supported with copies of all self-attested relevant documents OR applications not fulfilling meeting the eligibility criteria shall be treated as Rejected.

10. Candidates are advised to carry a copy of the application with original & self-attested copies of all the testimonials and produce the same at the time of SPPT for verification.

11. Candidates shall note that the documents sent to any other address or sent as a registered letter speed post/courier shall stand automatically rejected.

For Queries/Clarification(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Contact No.</th>
<th>e-mail ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panipat Refinery &amp; Petrochemical</td>
<td>0983-252-2148/2046</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pporecruitment@indianmail.in">pporecruitment@indianmail.in</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Important Dates for Candidates:

- DATE OF OPENING OF ON-LINE APPLICATION: 12.12.2020
- LAST DATE OF SUBMISSION OF ON-LINE APPLICATION AND ONLINE PAYMENT OF APPLICATION FEE: 07.12.2020
- LAST DATE OF RECEIPT OF SOFT COPY (PDF) HARD COPY OF PRINTOUT OF ON-LINE APPLICATION FORM ALONGWITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: 28.11.2020
- TENTATIVE DATE OF WRITTEN TEST: 29.12.2020
- LIKELY DATE OF DECLARATION OF WRITTEN TEST RESULT: 19.12.2020

In case of any doubts/queries, the candidates may contact for more details.

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

INDIAN OIL CORPORATION LIMITED
PANIPAT REFINERY & PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEX
RECRUITMENT FOR TRAVEL EXPENSES FOR CANDIDATES (For SCST/PwBD Candidates)

Name & Mailing Address of the Candidate:

Roll No: __________________________
 Date of Exam: ____________________
 Post applied for: __________________
 Venue: Panipat
 Venue Address: _____________________
 Category (SC/ST/PwBD): __________

JOURNEY DETAILS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journey (Inward &amp; Outward)</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Mode of Travel</th>
<th>Class of Travel</th>
<th>Ticket/Receipt No.</th>
<th>Fare (Rs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From: _____________________</td>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Rail/Bus</td>
<td>Standard/Executive</td>
<td>_______________</td>
<td>__________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From: _____________________</td>
<td>To:</td>
<td>Rail/Bus</td>
<td>Standard/Executive</td>
<td>_______________</td>
<td>__________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: _____________________

BANK DETAILS:

Name of Bank: __________________________
Name of A/C holder: ______________________
Bank Acc. No: __________________________
Branch Code: __________________________
Bank’s IFSC Code (12 Digit): __________

a) Attach Original Photocopy of Rail/Bus Tickets/Receipt towards proof of journey. (Self-Attached)
b) Attach copy of Caste Certificate (as applicable) (Self-Attached)
c) Copy of Admit Card. (Self-Attached)

I will not claim the amount from the Government or my present employer (PSU/ Government Organization). I hereby affirm that the information furnished by me in this application is true and any false information will render me liable for non-payment of travel expenses.

Date: __________________________

Signature of Candidate

Confined on page 15
Security Printing and Minting Corporation of India Limited

Wholly Owned by Govt. of India
Advt.No. 04/2020-OP

SCST candidates and 13 years for PWD OBC candidates (of central list) for which reservation for PWD is admissible.

**EXPLANATION FEES AND INTIMATION CHARGES:**
Rs. 60/- (Non-Refundable) for candidates belonging to General, EWS and OBC Categories (Including Ex-Servicemen).

The fee is inclusive of GST.

The candidates have to pay the application fees online as per the method explained in para 3B. The processing charges if any levied by the Bank for the payment of the above application fees is to be borne by the applicants. Payment in any other manner will not be accepted and the applicant will also not be eligible. Applicants paying late fees will also not be eligible. Fees once paid will not be refunded.

**SELECTION PROCEDURE:**
Selection process for the posts will comprise of an online test (75% weightage) and Interview (25% weightage). The candidates will be shortlisted in the order of merit in the respective category in the ratio of 1:4.

The objective type online examination will consist of following components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Test</th>
<th>No. of Qs.</th>
<th>Max. Marks</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Professional Knowledge</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
<td>Composite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>General Awareness</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>English Language</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Logical Reasoning</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Quantitative Aptitude</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exact date, session reporting time of the examination will be mentioned in the call letter. The examination will be conducted online in venues given in the respective cell letter. The applicants are requested to keep checking the Company’s website www.spmlc.in for any change in examination date and other information.

**APPLICATION REGISTRATION**

**PAYMENT OF FEES**

**PHOTOGRAPH & SIGNATURE SCAN AND UPLOAD**
Candidates can apply online only from 18.10.2020 to 18.11.2020 and no other mode of application will be accepted. IMPORTANT POINTS TO BE NOTED BEFORE REGISTRATION

**APPLICATION PROCEDURE**

1. Candidates are required to visit SPMLC’s website www.spmlc.in and click on option “APPLY ONLINE” against the advertisement Advt. No. 04/2020-OP, which will open a new screen.
2. To register application, choose the tab “Click here for New Registration” and enter the details.

Note:

1. The last date for submission of the application is 18.11.2020.
2. The selection process will be conducted in phases.
3. The selection process will be conducted in phases.

For more details, please visit www.spmlc.in.
with photographs/valid recent identity Card issued by a recognized College/University/Author Card OR Author Card with a photograph/Employee ID or Bar Council Identity Card. Photographs shall be of size 35mm x 45mm. The candidate's identity will be verified with respect to his/her details on the call letter, in the Attendance List and/ or other documents submitted. If identity of the candidate is in doubt the candidate may not be allowed to appear for the examination.

9. Action against Candidates found Guilty of Misconduct/Use of Unfair Means:
   - Candidates are advised in their own interest that they should not indulge in any particularities that are false, tampered with or fabricated and should not supply any material information while submitting online application.
   - Bringing Mobile phone/Communication devices/other electronic devices in the examination Hall will be deemed GUILTY OF MISCONDUCT.
   - All violations will be taken into immediate expulsion of candidates from the examination Hall.

10. The Applicants May Note the Following:
   - Applicants are advised in their own interest to apply online much before the closing date to avoid the possibility of disconnection of the server due to heavy loading on the website.
   - Failure to login on to the Company's website on account of heavy traffic on internet website will not be entertained.
   - Applicant is advised to login in good time to avoid any kind of difficulty before the closing date.
   - The ST/CAT/PH applicants claiming reservation in eligibility criteria should keep a photocopy of the caste/tribe/disability certificate issued by the competent authority, the Government of India in the form of a special reservation for the categories reserved in the Government of India at the time of verification or at any time after being advised to the same.
   - Persons with Disability must produce a copy of the certificate of their disability issued by a recognized Medical Board authorized to issue such certificate at the time of verification or at any time after being advised to the same.
   - Persons belonging to OBC should submit a photocopy of the certificate issued by the competent authority in the format prescribed for claiming reservations under the Government of India at the time of verification or at any time after being advised to the same.
   - Applicants already in service of Govt./Quasi-Govt. Organizations, Public Sector Banks/Undertakings and Autonomous Bodies will have to submit No Objection Certificate from their Employer at the time of interview.

11. Persons who have been dismissed from the service of any organization need not apply.
12. The decision of SPMCL in all matters relating to this recruitment will be final and binding on the applicants. No correspondence or personal inquiries shall be entertained.
13. The conditions of recruitment may be revised as and when required by the Company. However, the terms and conditions shall be in accordance with the relevant rules of the Government of India.
14. The candidates shall be required to deposit the prescribed fee through online mode only.
15. The Company reserves the right to cancel the Advertisements fully or partly in any of the grounds and such decision of the Company will be displayed only on the Company's website www.spmcl.com. Therefore, all the applicants are advised to keep checking the Company's website for any update.
16. Any correspondence relating to this advertisement will be displayed only on the Company's website www.spmcl.com. It will not be intimated to the applicants individually.
17. The Company reserves the right to cancel the advertisement wholly or partly in any of the grounds and such decision of the Company will be displayed on the Company's website www.spmcl.com. It will not be intimated to the applicants individually.
18. Execution of Bond: The new recruits at -1 level shall be liable to execute a bond of Paise Three Lakh to serve the Company for a minimum period of three years.
Office of the Seamen's Provident Fund Commissioner
(Under Ministry of Shipping)
KRPANSHI, 3rd Floor, 6, Wadala Rd, Mumbai
Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400001
Re-advertisement for the post of Administrative Assistant Account Officer

Applications are invited from eligible and interested persons for filling up posts of Administrative Assistant Account Officer (AAAO) in the Seamen’s Provident Fund Organisation, 3rd Floor, 6, Wadala Rd, Mumbai, in the Pay Matrix Level 7 of Rs. 4,090-1,2,640 as per 7th CPC (provisional scales of Rs. 9,300-34,800 + GP Rs. 8,000) Group “B” non-Gazetted non-Ministerial post of the Government of India.

Last date for receipt of application in the office will be 60 days from the date of publishing the vacancy in the Employment News.

For details login to www lắpor.gov.in or www.dgshippers.gov.in
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11. GUIDELINES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES USING A SCREEB

The visually impaired candidates and candidates whose writing speed is adversely affected permanently for any reason can use their own scree at their cost during the online examination subject to limits as in (i) and (ii) below. In all such cases where a scree is used, the following rules will apply:

The candidate will have to arrange his/her own scree at his/her own cost.

The scree arranged by the candidate should not be a candidate for the same examination. If violation of the above is detected at any stage of the process, the candidate’s name will be canceled. Candidates eligible for and willing to use the services of a scree will have to apply in the online registration form. Any subsequent request may not be entertained.

A person acting as a scree for one candidate cannot be a scree for another candidate.

The scree may be from any academic stream. However, for Specialist Officers posts the scree should be from an academic stream different from that prescribed for the post.

Both the candidate as well as scree will have to give a suitable undertaking confirming that the scree fulfills all the eligibility criteria for a scree mentioned above.

A candidate in case it is found that the candidate who did not fulfill any laid down eligibility criteria or did not provide the undertaking to the extent of showing the performance of function (minimum of 40% impairment).

(i) Guidelines for Candidates with locomotor disability and cerebral palsy

A compensatory time of twenty minutes per hour or otherwise advised shall be permitted for the candidates with locomotor disability and cerebral palsy where the candidate suffers from not less than 40% disability.

(ii) Guidelines for Visually Impaired candidates

Visually Impaired candidates who suffer from not less than 40% of disability may opt to view the contents of the test in magnified font and all such candidates will be eligible for compensatory time of 20 minutes per hour or otherwise advised of examination.

These guidelines are subject to change in terms of GCI guidelines/cerrations, if any, from time to time.

12. GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. Only nationals are eligible to apply.

2. Candidates may apply for only one post from among the different posts advertised as the online exam for all the posts may be conducted on the same day.

3. More conformity to the job requirement will not entitle a candidate to be called for interview. Management reserves the right to reject any application without assigning any reason and to raise the eligibility standadard advertisement criteria to restrict the qualification of the number of candidates to be called for interview. The recruitment process can be cancelled/ suspended/ terminated without assigning any reason. The decision of the management will be final and no appeal will be entertained.

4. The vacancies advertised are tentative and may increase/decrease as per organizational requirement.

5. For any irregularities, reimbursement of travel fare will not be admissible. Those candidates who are shortlisted in online test and appear for the interview after verification of their documents, will be entitled for reimbursement of train fare (1st and 2nd class) from nearest station to the place of interview by 3-tier AC Class.

6. The possibility of occurrence of some problem in the administration of the examination cannot be ruled out completely which may impact test delivery and result from being generated. In that event, every effort will be made to solve such problem, which may include movement of candidates, delay in test. Conduct of a re-exam is at the absolute discretion of test conducting body. Candidates will not have any claim for a re-test. Candidates not willing to move or not willing to participate in the delayed process of test delivery shall be summarily rejected from the process.

7. Criteria of SPMLC in all matters relating to recruitment will be final and binding on the candidate. No correspondence regarding personal queries will be entertained by the SPMLC in this behalf.

8. If the examination is held in more than one session, the scores across various sessions will be equated to adjust for slight differences in difficulty level of different test batches used across sessions. More than one session are required if the number of candidates is large or some technical disruption takes place at any center or for any candidate.

9. SPMLC would be analyzing the responses (answers) of individual candidates with those of other candidates to detect patterns of similarity of right and wrong answers. If in the analysis performed by SPMLC in this regard, it is inferred that the responses have been copied and scores awarded are not genuine, SPMLC reserves the right to cancel the candidacy of the concerned candidate and the result of such candidates (disqualified) will be withheld.

10. Instances for providing incorrect information/contrary information by a candidate detected at any stage of the selection process will lead to disqualification of the candidate from the selection process. This website will not be allowed to appear in any SPMLC recruitment process in the future. If such instances are detected during the current selection process but are detected subsequently, such disqualification will take place with retrospective effect.

11. Allowances such as HRA, medical reimbursement, performance related pay, Gratuity, Leave encashment, etc. are admissible as per rules of the Corporation.

Pradip Sainik School Rewa
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Jawaharlal Nehru University
NEW DELHI - 110007

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF IMMUNOLOGY
(An Autonomous Research Institute
of Department of Biotechnology, Govt. of India)
Anuna Asaf Ali Marg, New Delhi- 110067

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCIENTISTS
Adv. No.: Sc/Re/2020-01/2020

The National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi, is a leading research institute in India with a long-standing reputation for scientific excellence. The institute is equipped with state-of-the-art infrastructure for pursuing research in immunology and allied sciences. The institute also imparts vigorous long-term training leading to Ph.D. degree.

The Institute invites applications from early as well as mid-career scientists, with potential for intellectual leadership and passion for innovative research to set up independent research programs in the areas of (but not restricted to) Immunology, Virology, Microbiology, Structural, Chemical, and Molecular Biology, Immunology and Virology, Infectious and Autoimmune Diseases, Metabolic Disorder and Chromosomopathies, Structural and Computational Biology, Genetics, and Developmental Biology to address immunological problems at the expanding interface of modern biology for filling 2 positions of Staff Scientist-III and 6 positions of Staff Scientist-I as per details given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the post</th>
<th>Number of vacancies</th>
<th>Qualifications and Experience</th>
<th>Upper Age Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff Scientist-III (2 Vacancies)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>MSc degree with 6 years experience or MSc/PhD/MD/MS/MS degree holders with 4 years R&amp;D experience</td>
<td>40 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Scientist-IV (5 Vacancies)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>MSc degree with 5 years experience or MSc/PhD/MD/MS/MS degree holders with 4 years R&amp;D experience</td>
<td>50 Years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vacancies advertised also include anticipated vacancies. The Institute reserves the right to withdraw any/all the advertised posts at any time without assigning any reason.

Note: A candidate except those who had applied for the post of Staff Scientist-III (Persons with benchmark disabilities) in response to the advertisement published in Employment News dated 10.10.2019 have to apply afresh subject to fulfillment of eligibility criteria and category for which the post is being advertised.

For details regarding application fee, application format and other conditions, please visit the website http://www.nii.res.in or www.chb.india.gov.in

Last date of receipt of applications: The last date for receipt of applications is 30th from the date of publication of advertisement in Employment News. For candidates residing in North-Eastern States, Union Territory of Lakshadweep, Andaman & Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep Islands 45 days from the date of publication of advertisement in Employment News.
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National Disaster Management Authority
NDMA Bhawan, A-1, Sadarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110 023
Tel. No. 26707768, 26791831 (Fax)

NDMA invites applications from persons having requisite qualification and experience from Indian national for following positions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Name of Position</th>
<th>Post in Nature</th>
<th>No. of Vacancy</th>
<th>Educational Qualification</th>
<th>Post Qualification Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.     | Consultant Grade-III (Legal) | Contractual | 1 | Master's Degree in Law from a recognized University, experience of working as a practicing advocate in court of law preferably Supreme Court/GHC is desirable | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.
2.     | Consultant Grade-II (Museum and Cultural Heritage Sites & Monuments) | Contractual | 1 | Essential - Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.
2.     | Consultant Grade-II (Museum and Cultural Heritage Sites & Monuments) | Contractual | 1 | Essential - Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.
2.     | Consultant Grade-II (Museum and Cultural Heritage Sites & Monuments) | Contractual | 1 | Essential - Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.
2.     | Consultant Grade-II (Museum and Cultural Heritage Sites & Monuments) | Contractual | 1 | Essential - Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.
2.     | Consultant Grade-II (Museum and Cultural Heritage Sites & Monuments) | Contractual | 1 | Essential - Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.
2.     | Consultant Grade-II (Museum and Cultural Heritage Sites & Monuments) | Contractual | 1 | Essential - Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design | 1. Candidates should have 5 years and above post qualification experience in the relevant field.

2. Age: Maximum 50 years (up to 02 years for retired employees from Central/State Governments).

3. Educational Qualification: 1. Master's Degree in Social Sciences/Museumology/Archaeology/Conservation Civil Engineering or Design.

4. The detailed terms and conditions and eligibility criteria are given on the NDMA website at http://ndma.gov.in. NDMA reserve the right to offer lower position of Consultant if the candidate fails to meet the desired position of Consultant.

5. Essential desirable educational qualifications and experience will be verified with original certificates.

6. Interested individuals may send their bio-data in the prescribed format available on the NDMA website along with certificates establishing their educational qualification and experience to Shri Abhishek Biswas, Under Secretary (Admn.), National Disaster Management Authority, NDMA Shavan, A-1, Sadarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110023, Phone No. 011-26707768 within 30 days from the date of publication of advertisement in the Employment News.
### National Highways Authority of India (Ministry of Road Transport & Highways)

#### Advertisement for the Post of:

- **Chief General Manager (Information Technology)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Post</th>
<th>No. of Post</th>
<th>Pay Scale</th>
<th>Mode of Recruitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief General Manager (Information Technology)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>PB-4 (Rs. 37,400-47,000+ grade pay Rs. 10,000)</td>
<td>through Search &amp; Selection Committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. The candidates, who have already applied in response to advertisement dated 21.01.2020 for the post of Chief General Manager (Information Technology), need apply again as their applications shall be considered along with the new applications.

3. The application to be submitted online application as per the prescribed format, indicated in the detailed advertisement available on NHAI website (https://nhai.gov.in), by 14.11.2020 (05:00 PM) and receipt of print out of online application along with other mandatory documents through hop/other means of NHAI by 14.12.2020 (05:00 PM).

4. The candidates are advised to visit NHAI website regularly for the latest update.

---

### National Institute of Plant Health Management

#### Advertisement No. 02/2020

**National Institute of Plant Health Management** invites applications from Indian Nationals for the following positions.

| Sr. No. | Name of the Post | Direct / Deputation | Age Limit | No. of Reserve | Scale of Pay in Pay Matrix (Pf/CP)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td>1 Shall not exceed 56 years</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Assistant Director (PM &amp; RA)</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Upto 45 years</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scientific Officer (Residual &amp; New Molecule Analysis)</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Upto 35 years</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Upper Division Clerk</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Upto 35 years</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>UR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rules of reservation do not apply for candidates applying on deputation basis.

Age limit will be reckoned with reference to the closing date for receipt of applications.

The upper age limit is relaxable for SC/ST/OBC candidates in respect of vacancies which are reserved for them. SC/ST/OBC candidates have to produce caste certificate in G.O.I prescribed proforma issued by the Competent Authority for claiming age relaxation. Copy of caste certificate should be sent along with the application.

The applications in prescribed proforma should be sent in sealed cover superscribed as “Application for the post of …” so as to reach the Registrar, National Institute of Plant Health Management, Rajender Nagar, Hyderabad 500 030, Telangana, in hard copy.

The last date for receipt of application is 30 days from the date of publication/advertisement in Employment News.

The details of educational qualifications, experience, and other eligibility criteria, syllabus, duration of the post etc., along with application proforma may be accessed from website [http://niphm.gov.in](http://niphm.gov.in).

---

### Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics (CDFD)

Hyderabad is a premier autonomous R & D Centre under the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India. CDFD wishes to fill up the under mentioned Scientific & Administrative Cadre vacancies.

**Advertisement No. 02/2020**

#### SCIENTIFIC POSITIONS:

1. **Scientist-IV (By Deputation filling which by Direct Recruitment)**
   - Post reserved for OSC (Non Creamy Layer), Code No. 1
   - Basic Pay 1,23,100/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 13

2. **Scientist -III (By Deputation filling which by Direct Recruitment)**
   - Post reserved for UR, Code No. 2
   - Basic Pay 1,23,100/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 13

3. **Scientist -IV (By Deputation filling which by Direct Recruitment)**
   - Post reserved for OBC (Non Creamy Layer), Code No. 3 &
   - Post reserved for SC, Code No. 4
   - Basic Pay 1,75,600/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 12

4. **Scientist -III (By Direct Recruitment)**
   - Basic Pay 1,97,700/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 11

**ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS:**

1. **Junior Managerial Assistant (By Direct Recruitment)**
   - Post reserved for EWS, Code No. 1
   - Basic Pay 7,29,200/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 5

2. **Junior Assistant-II (By Direct Recruitment)**
   - Post reserved for EWS, Code No. 2 &
   - Post reserved for UR, Code No. 3
   - Basic Pay 1,95,600/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 12

3. **Skilled Work Assistant-III (By Direct Recruitment)**
   - Post reserved for EWS, Code No. 4
   - Basic Pay 7,29,000/- in the Pay Matrix Level - 5

Interested candidates are advised to visit CDFD website [http://www.cdfd.org.in](http://www.cdfd.org.in) for detailed advertisement and to fill the online application.

---
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Advertisement No. DGT-A-35017/02/2020-EST-II(Adm-II)

Subject: Filling-up vacant post of Director of Training under Women Training Cadre in Pay Matrix Level-13, on deputation basis at Directorate General of Training, New Delhi.—regarding.

The Directorate General of Training is looking for the service of suitable Officers for appointment to the post of Director of Training, Women Training on deputation including short term contract for its Head Quarter at New Delhi. The details of post, eligibility criteria, job requirement, age limit, qualification and experience required for the post are as indicated in Annexure-I. The pay and other terms and conditions of deputation would be regulated in accordance with DOPT’s OM No. 6/80/90-ES(I)(Pay-II) dated 17.06.2016 amended from time to time. Cadre Authorities/Head of Departments are requested to forward application of the eligible and willing candidates whose services can be spared on deputation including short term contract basis immediately, as to reach the Deputy Secretary (Admn.), Directorate General of Training, Room No. 109A, First Floor, Emblems Exchange Building, Pusa Complex, New Delhi-110012, within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. The Application Form/Curriculum Vitae Proforma are as Annexure-II and for other necessary details, the candidates are advised to visit and download from the DGT website http://dgt.gov.in.

LIST OF ENCLOSURES TO BE ACCOMPANIED WITH THE APPLICATION
1. Application in prescribed format as Annexure-I duly completed signed by the candidate and counter signed by the Head of Office/Authority.
2. Attested copies of ARs for the last 5 (five) years only attested, on each page with seal by an Officer with the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India or above.
3. Integrity Certificate.
4. Vigilance Clearance.
5. No major or minor penalty certificate for the last 10 years of his service.
6. A certificate to the effect that the particulars furnished by the candidate have been verified and found correct as per service records.
7. Cadre Clearance Certificate.

(Suresh Bhatala)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Annexure-I

One Post of Director of Training (Women Training) in Pay Matrix Level-13.

Method of Recruitment: Deputation (including short term contract).

Eligibility criteria: Deputation (including short term contract).

Officers under the Central Government or State Governments or Union Territory Administration or PSUs or Recognized research institution or University or statutory or autonomous organization:

(A) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department;
(ii) With five years regular service in the posts Pay Level 12 in the pay matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre or department;

(B) Possessing the educational qualification and experience as under:
(i) A degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics and Communication or Information Technology or Computer Science or Information Science or Electronics Engineering from a recognized University or Institute;
(ii) Ten years experience relating to planning or organizing or implementing or training in Technical Education Training Institute or Institution after acquiring qualification mentioned at (B) above including at least two years administrative experience.

Desirable:
(i) Master of Business Administration from a recognized University or Institute.

Note-1: The period of deputation including the period of deputation manslaughter or cadre held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or other organization or department of the Central Government shall not ordinarily exceed five years.

Note-2: The maximum age limit for deputation by appointment shall not exceed fifty six years on the last date of receipt of applications.

Annexure-II

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters): ………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. Date of Birth (in DD/MM/YYYY): ………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Date of Retirement under Central/State Government Rules: …………………………………………………………………
4. Educational Qualifications: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied:
   (a) Any qualification has been held by the candidate in the Kus, state the reason for the same

Qualifications/Experience required:………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Qualifications/Experience possessed by the officer:…………………………………………………………………………………

Essential: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Desirable: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requirements of the post.

7. Details of Employment is chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/Institution: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Post held: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
From To: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Scale of Pay and Basic Pay: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Nature of Duties: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Countersigned (Employer with Seal): ………………………………………………………………………………………………
Signature of the Candidate: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Office of Controller of Certifying Authorities
Electronics Niketan, 6, CGO Complex
Lodi Road, New Delhi-110 033

Subject: Filling up of one post of Assistant Controller (Technology) in Level-13A in the pay matrix Rs. 13,100-15,160/- (Pre-revised) PB-4 Rs. 37,400-67,000 with Grade Pay of Rs. 8,500/- in the Office of Controller of Certifying Authorities on deputation or transfer (Absorption) basis.

1. It is proposed to fill up one post of Assistant Controller (Technology) is likely to be vacant on 01.02.2021 in the Office of the Controller of Certifying Authorities, by deputation or transfer (absorption) basis from the eligible and interested candidates. The deputation period will be initially for two years and based on performance, the incumbent could be considered for absorption subsequently. The details of the post, eligibility criteria, pay scales, etc., are available on website of the Office of CCA (www.cca.gov.in).

2. Applications of eligible and interested persons of the Ministry/Department may be forwarded in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-II) through proper channel to the Director (Fin & Admn), Office of Controller of Certifying Authorities, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Electronics Niketan, 6, CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi-110033 within 45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. The appointment on “Deputation basis”, the deputation would be governed by the terms and conditions contained in Department of Personnel and Training O.M. No. 08/2009-Err. (Pay-I) dated 17th June 2010.

3. The criteria for the above post is as under:

(i) Post: Assistant Controller (Technology)
(ii) Number of Post: 01 (One)
(iii) Age limit: The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
(iv) Scale of Pay: Level 13A (Rs. 13,100-15,160/-)
(v) Educational Qualification: Equivalent to Group ‘A’ posts in Central Government.
(vi) Method of Recruitment: By deputation or transfer (Absorption). If selection on deputation, the deputation period will be initially for two years and based on performance, the incumbent could be considered for absorption subsequently.

(Gq Capt Pradep Nehta) Director (Fin & Admn)

---

Cabinet Secretariat
National Authority Chemical Weapons Convention
1st Floor, Chanakya Bhawan, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-21

Subject: Filling up of one post each of Joint Director and Technical Officer in the National Authority Chemical Weapons Convention, Cabinet Secretariat on deputation basis. Advertisement in the Employment News and two leading English newspapers regarding the vacancy for one post each of Joint Director and Technical Officer was published in the Employment News dated 11-17 July 2020 for receiving applications for the said post through proper channel.

For aforesaid post, now, it has been decided to further extend the last date of submission of applications upto 7th November, 2020. Details in this regard may be seen on the website of NACWC i.e. www.nacwc.in.

(S. R. Meena)
Under Secretary & Head of Office
Phone: 011-24783528, Fax-011-24525767
Email: deputysecretary.nacwc@nic.in

---

Department of Revenue

Invites applications for one post of Joint Commissioner, Office of the Competent Authority & Administrator (Smugglers and Foreign Exchange Manipulators (Forfeiture of Property) Act, 1973 and Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985), Chennai in the pay level 12, Rs. 15600-35100 with grade pay Rs. 6500/- (pre-revised) on deputation basis from officials of Central Government.

The last date of receipt of application for the post in the Department is 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News. For details, please login to website http://www.dergov.in

---
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CIVIL SERVICES MAINS EXAM ...

Continued from page 1

... reflects a candidate’s mature understanding of the issue. Just relying on commercialized market materials can lead to low marks as they are often compiled materials and most of them furnish similar information. Instead, one must read from standard sources. For example, the current international order is in a chaotic flux. To understand it, one may read a recent book by Shashi Tharoor titled: “A New World Disorder.” On such topical issues, available market materials are poor substitutes for original readings.

Thus, a true understanding of the nature of the mains exam will lead to better performance. Just following the syllabus mechanically, a routinized way is bound to result in poor performance.

How to cover the mains syllabus: Since the syllabus is only indicative, one needs to strategize its scope by breaking it into various components. The best way to do this is to look at last seven years’ questions and locate the areas from where questions are framed. It must be noted that some areas, questions are asked regularly.

FACTS TO BE PRESENTED:
1. Bipan Chandra: India’s struggle for independence
2. Bipan Chandra: India since independence
3. R.C. Prachar: Raj to Swaraj
4. A.R. Desai: social background of Indian nationalism
5. A.L. Battacharjee: The wonder that was India
6. Geozzard of India: Art and Culture, volume II
7. P.M. Gokhale: Indian Constitution
8. Granville Austin: Constitution of India
9. M.P. Singh: Indian Federalism
10. Mira and Puru: Indian Economy

Economist Survey
Vijay Joshi: The long road to development
Geography: all NCERT books on Geography
Ganesh Leong: certificate Geography
Ethics
2. Power Singer: Ethics
3. Power Singer: Ethics in real life
5. ARC II report on 64 ethics in governance

Social issues
1. Vinita Pandey: Indian Society and Culture
2. The lists are indicative only

For areas like disaster management, internal security, science and technology, it is better to rely on current periods of the topics, as no books covering the exact syllabus are available. (The author is a Merchant and Accountant, email sb.singh2943@yahoo.com)

Views expressed are personal.
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DISCLAIMER

The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organizations they represent. The contents of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong to the organization or their representatives. Employment News is in no way responsible for any liability arising out of the content or the details of these advertisements.
NATIONAL

India has most favorable investment climate, Prime Minister Modi.

WWW.JOBRIYA.IN

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has lauded the JD's reforms in the textile sector, which has resulted in substantial improvements in its ranking of ease of doing business. He highlighted the impact of the reforms on the country's ranking in the World Economic Forum's Doing Business report. The Prime Minister also praised the textile sector for its contributions to the country's economy.

ECONOMY

Centre disburses Rs. 20,000 crore to states collected as compensation cess.

The Centre has disbursed Rs. 20,000 crore to the states for compensation cess, as per the 42nd GST Council meeting. The amount is being disbursed to the states that have collected compensation cess for the year 2017-18.

TEXTILE SECTOR TO HELP BUILD ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT: PM

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has emphasized the importance of the textile sector in building Atmanirbhar Bharat. He highlighted the contribution of the textile sector to the country's economy and urged the states to focus on the sector for growth.

AIR FORCE CELEBRATES 88TH ANNIVERSARY WITH AIR SHOW AT HINDON BASE

The Indian Air Force has celebrated its 88th anniversary with an air show at Hindon Air Force Station. The event was attended by several dignitaries, including the Chief of the Air Staff, who commended the Air Force for its contributions to national security.

CENTRE ISSUES GUIDELINES FOR REOPENING OF SCHOOLS

The Ministry of Education has issued guidelines for the reopening of schools in the country. The guidelines cover aspects such as hygiene and safety protocols, and are aimed at ensuring a safe and healthy learning environment for students.

MINIMUM SUPPORT PRICE TO CONTINUE, AGRI-REFORMS TO RAISE FARMERS' INCOME

Union Minister for Information and Broadcasting Prakash Javadekar has said that the Minimum Support Price (MSP) will continue, and agri-reforms will be implemented to increase farmers' income. He also announced that the government will increase the price of agricultural produce to ensure that farmers are not disadvantaged.

INTERNATIONAL

QUAD CALLS FOR FREE, OPEN, INCLUSIVE INDO-PACIFIC

External Affairs Minister Dr. S. Jaishankar has reiterated the Quad's commitment to a free, open, and inclusive Indo-Pacific region. He emphasized the importance of maintaining a rules-based international order and urged all Quad member countries to work together towards this goal.

SPORTS

Yashaswini Vinod wins gold in Online Shooting Championship.

Indian shooter Yashaswini Singh of Delhi and Vinod of Maharashtra won the gold medal in the 10m air pistol event at the 5th edition of the International Online Shooting Championship. They won the gold medal by shooting a total of 241 points. The event was held online due to the ongoing pandemic.